Electric field makes Leidenfrost droplets take a leap.
Leidenfrost droplets, i.e. droplets whose mobility is ensured by a thin vapor film between the droplet and a hot plate, are exposed to an external electric field. We find that in a strong vertical electric field the droplet can start to bounce progressively higher, defying gravitational attraction. From the droplet's trajectory we infer the temporal evolution of the amount of charge on the droplet. This reveals that the charge starts high and then decreases in steps as the droplet slowly evaporates. After each discharge event the charge is in a fixed proportion to the droplet's surface area. We show that this behavior can be accurately modeled by treating the droplet as a conducting sphere that occasionally makes electrical contact with the hot plate, at intervals dictated by an electro-capillary instability in the vapor film. An analysis of the kinetic and potential energies of the bouncing droplet reveals that, while the overall motion is damped, the droplet occasionally experiences a sudden boost, keeping its energy close to the value for which the free fall trajectory and droplet oscillation are in sync. This helps the droplet to escape from the hot surface when finally the electrical surface forces overtake gravity.